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Feeding of small Rubber Bush 

Elscint, recently supplied 4 vibratory bowl feeders for feeding a rubber bush for a 
leading auto ancillary. The rubber bush was having diameter 5.7 and the height was also the 
same. The internal diameter was 4 mm. The orientation required was “rolling”. This 
required that the bush be first oriented in standing direction and then twisted in a twisted 
chute attached to the bowl for the required “rolling” orientation. The fact that the diameter 
and the height were the same, made the orientation difficult. Most of the parts came in axial 
or else rolling orientation. They had to be made “standing” by using a “step” inside the 
bowl. As a lot of parts did not stand even with this step, either being axial or widthwise, 
they needed to be removed. This was the difficult part. However, Elscint designed an 
orientation mechanism which ensured that all these parts were easily removed and only the 
ones which were standing went forward into the twisted chute which rotated them ninety 
degrees in order to make them rolling. After of the twisted chute, a gravity chute of around 
400 mm was provided, mounted separately on a base plate with a sensor on the same, which 
ensured that the bowl feeder was switched off once the track was full. Elscint completed the 
first bowl feeder within 2 weeks and supplied the same. After installing the same, the 
customer was very satisfied with the working and hence, immediately ordered 3 more bowl 
feeders.  

 

 

Elscint recently upgraded its website to reflect the new products and the latest html design. You can 
read more about this in the first news story of this edition of the Elscint Ahead Newsletter. The other 
news is about feeding of a small rubber bush for a large auto ancillary. As usual, you can write to us 
with your feedback and also download the back copies of the Elscint Ahead Newsletter and the pdf 
version of this newsletter. 
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Elscint revamps its website 

Elscint has completely changed its website 
(www.elscintautomation.com). The new website 
has more information relating to new product 
launches and new activities of the company. The 
website now has separate sections for vibratory 
bowl feeders, linear vibrators, vibrator controllers, 
small parts (conveyor) feeders etc. New sections 
include information about new products like 
Rotary Feeders and Loading & Unloading Units.  

 
Additionally, a separate section has been 

added to focus on the various special applications 
of vibratory bowl feeders, offered by Elscint for 
certain industries like the Automatic Tapping 
Machine, the Automatic Riveting Machine, Taper 
Roller Feeding, Orientation & Pump Unit, Engine 
valve feeding & lifting unit, the Elscint Weld Nut 
Feeder, Stacking Machines, Half Bearing Feeding 
Systems, Elscint Counting Systems etc.    

 
Pdf files of catalogues & white papers are 

also available for downloading on the website 
including spare parts lists and information. The 
website is a dynamic one and has a separate section 
on the latest news & offerings from Elscint. This 
is continuously changed and would contain 
information on new product offerings or any 
special schemes being run!  

 
A new section also deals with the services 

which Elscint provides for other bowl feeder 
manufacturers like bowl coating, tooled bowls, 
untooled bowls, vibrator drives etc.. Now, other 
bowl feeder manufacturers can now avail of 
Elscint’s expertise and economies of scale by 
dealing directly! A partnership program for small 
bowl feeder manufacturers is also available and 
details about the same can be found on the website. 
 
 
   

Further the site includes videos of some of the latest 
equipment manufactured by Elscint well as a 
video showing maintenance of Elscint vibratory bowl 
feeders. You can also find information about all 
the accessories related to vibratory bowl feeders 
which Elscint offers over here. Another 
interesting aspect is various case studies & 
applications provided by Elscint. The weekly blog 
maintained by Elscint since 2006 can too be 
accessed on the website. You can also download 
the back copies of the Elscint Ahead Newsletter  
 

Do visit www.elscintautomation.com for 
further details in this regard.   
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